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Kaeli Swift has an unusual
research interest. She
finds herself in places that
hundreds of people see each
day, but not many of them
see it like she does. She takes
us into her field, in downtown
Seattle, whilst she researches
wildlife in urban places.
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watch as the baby blue eyes of the fledgling crow look purposefully at the
pigeon pecking dumbly in front of it. Then, with the kind of awkward swagger
that says, “I’m a kid pretending to be an adult”, it saunters over to the pigeon
and grabs it by the tail with its bill. Startled by the tug, the pigeon lifts off
the ground in an attempt to escape but the young crow has tethered firmly
in place. Suddenly, the pair start to rotate, becoming essentially a slow
motion lasso; the pigeon remaining airborne with its useless flapping while
the crow takes it round and round in delightful little circles. The scene has
me nearly dropping my data sheets in fits of laughter when a woman I’d
previously seen roaming the block sits down a few feet away and lights up her
little glass pipe. Instantly, I’m returned to the realities of urban fieldwork.
Walking into my PI John Marzluff’s office at the start of my Masters program,
I felt at home amongst the dozens of corvid related trinkets, artwork and
biological flotsam and jetsam that seemed to adorn every surface. It was a
fitting backdrop for the conversation at hand, where, among all that was known
about crows, I would find a little gap of knowledge worthy of being filled in. I had
arrived that morning with many ideas, all of which quickly fell apart over the
lack of funding, appropriately sized aviaries, or the lifetime of hours needed to
sort out such questions. In other words, it was a typical conversation between
a newly minted graduate student and a veteran scientist. After some back and
forth, we decided I’d pursue some remaining questions about contexts in which
crows learn human faces. John’s initial study demonstrating that crows learn
and remember dangerous people is what initially drew me to his lab, so naturally
I jumped on the opportunity to pursue it further.
To do this, I’d present the crows various kinds of threatening scenarios involving
masked people, and test for changes in their feeding behavior and how their
response to these people changed over time. Unlike the crows, however, I had
not mastered interspecific recognition, and needed to use our existing pool of
banded birds to better document what I was seeing in the field. This meant I’d be
working primarily in the urban core of downtown Seattle, something that, at the
time, I felt I was well prepared for, having grown up nearby.
Prior to starting my graduate program, I had worked as a tech in many different
field environments and was by that time no stranger to the unique challenges
every field site poses. The jungles of eastern Australia where I monitored satin
bowerbirds were filled with monstrous biting flies, land leeches and the winners
of nearly every ‘most venomous fill in the blank’ contest on earth. When I
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conducted bat fatality surveys at a windfarm in Indiana, everyday felt
like that scene out of Fantasia where the dinosaurs are slowly trudging
along in the heat and the muck before finally succumbing to death. The
climate and insects of the municipal airport in central Oregon where
I conducted breeding surveys for larks left nothing for want, but the
surprisingly quiet Ultralight airplanes nearly took my head off on more
occasions than I’d like to admit. Looking back, none of these compared
to what awaited me.
Tossing the food out that first day, a challenge to my protocol presented
itself almost immediately. Having no money with which to carry out this
research, using old, discount bread as my food source was immensely
appealing. The crows, however, were not sympathetic to my financial
situation, and I could almost feel them roll their eyes at me as they
stared down at what I was offering. Looking around, I was surrounded
by cups of melted milkshake dregs, bags of fast-food containers whose
creases contained leftover bits of greasy fries, and packages of crumbfilled Doritos. Old bread was simply not going to cut it. Even when
the crows were interested, they were almost immediately pushed out
by hordes of glaucus-winged and western gulls that ate my piles of
food with such alacrity and swiftness their necks would be left crooked
and disfigured as the giant wad of bread prodded its way down their
esophagus. Not to be discouraged, I found that unshelled peanuts
posed a sufficient challenge to both gulls and pigeons, though some
gulls still insisted on testing each nut with their bill before being finally
convinced they were, in fact, inedible.
Making adjustments to better suit the birds was something I expected.
What I did not anticipate, however, was the much more immense
challenge posed by the jungle of concrete, cars and people that I
called my field sites. The piles of crow food, the masked volunteers,
and the video camera I used to record the experiments, each became
their own unique liability. The peanuts were under constant threat
from dogs, sidewalk sweepers, leaf blowers and desperately hungry
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“There’s perhaps no moment I
enjoyed more than seeing people
stop curiously in the street,
cautiously whispering to each other
about what that person in the mask
might be up to.”
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people. The masks we used aggravated, if
not occasionally frightened, business owners
and building managers and visits from the
police became almost routine. While in most
instances these visits were prompted by calls
from onlookers, in others we were simply in
the wrong place at the wrong time, like the
time a bank had just been robbed a few
blocks away. To my surprise, the camera is
perhaps what prompted the most consistent
confrontations, both from concerns over
privacy and unwanted attention from people
looking to photo bomb whatever it was that
I was doing.
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Conversations to the effect of: “Can I ask
what you’re doing here?” “I’m studying crows.”
“What? Crowds?” “No, crows.” “What?” “C-ro-w, like the big black birds.” “Oh crows! Well,
let me tell you about this weird thing I saw
a crow do…” became a regular interruption
to my day. It’s not that I have a proclivity
for mumbling or am otherwise hard to
understand, I just think that when people
encounter me in the middle of busy downtown
Seattle with a clipboard and ask what I’m
doing my response is so unexpected that the
brain takes the information and attempts to
transform it into something more expected,
like that I study crowds, or cars. I imagine it’s
the same process we go through in the field
when we encounter a rare or unexpected
animal. Like the time my colleague saw an
(escaped) emu in the forests of Washington
state and spent, what in retrospect, was
far too long thinking “What’s wrong with this

deer?”
Occasionally, though, the disarming nature
of my response was a huge asset. For
instance, when a group of men threatened
to break all my recording equipment after
they realised I had (inadvertently) captured
their conversation about a friend of theirs on
his way to prison after abducting and killing
a man over some dispute. After I explained
what the camera was for, the trio mulled it
over for a moment before offering their own
crow stories.
I’ve talked to colleagues for whom wildlife
sciences was tempting not only because it
satisfied their intellectual passions, but also
because it appeared to offer an escape
from the daily grind of dealing with their
fellow man. While I think after a few years of
experience most of us find this to be anything
but true, I doubt that any kind of wildlife study
compares, in this respect, to doing urban
fieldwork. Although confrontations over my
experiment became an expected part of my
day, they didn’t account for the majority of
my interactions and this is where I think the
hassles of urban fieldwork are rewarded.
There’s perhaps no moment I enjoyed
more than seeing people stop curiously in
the street, cautiously whispering to each
other about what that person in the mask
might be up to. Suddenly, an explosion of
scolding make evident the data I was there
to collect; crows learn people they don’t like
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and aren’t shy to aggressively shoo them away. During
these moments, without any effort or intention, people
are experiencing science. They’re watching crows and
potentially learning something new about them. They will
not know the full back-story to what’s going on without
asking me (which many did), but there’s enough information
laid out for them that conversations about crows and their
intelligence and antics are inevitable. Suddenly the bird
many urbanites ignore becomes the object of fascination
and attention. These are the moments that I believe can
create changes in attitudes about crows, an animal that’s
been saddled with a pretty bad reputation in the eyes of
many.

You can keep up to date with Kaeli’s research before she publishes,
by reading her informative blog at https://corvidresearch.
wordpress.com
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Most importantly, these moments are opportunities to
make scientific research accessible to the public. Only
about 20-30% of Americans can name a living scientist,
a statistic that speaks volumes to the growing distrust
that I think many of us feel is occurring between the
general public and scientists. Every interaction I have with
someone curious about my activities is an opportunity to
connect them with science, and perhaps to surprise them
with what field research can look like. The reality of urban
fieldwork is that it’s dirty, and emotionally exhausting and
sometimes dangerous, but it’s also funny and interesting,
and ultimately completely rewarding. It’s the only kind of
fieldwork I can think of where data collection is interrupted
by both crow kids being so ridiculous it’s hard to keep hold
of your data sheets, and by human kids eager to tell you
they want to be scientists too.
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